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Downward Bias of Using High-Low Averages 
for Loss Development Factors 

Abstract 

This paper studies the downward bias associated with high-low averages. The bias 
occurs when the high-low averages are applied to data that exhibits a long-tailed 
property. This research included a comprehensive review of insurance industry data 
when 3-of-5 averages are used to determine the age-to-age development factors in 
setting resenres; 140 paid and incurred loss triangles from 70 insurers were compiled 
from the AM Best Database (1 gB6) to analyze the downward bias by: 

l line of business 
l data size 
l development age 
l paid and incurred loss development methods. 

The study assumes the age-to-age development factors are lognormally distributed. 
The 3-of-5 average was selected as the representative high-low average because it is 
commonly used by property and casualty actuaries. Results for the 3-of-5 averagecan 
be generalized to other types of high-low averages. The study also used large-scale 
simulations to review the effect of limited volume of data on the downward bias. 
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1. HIGH-LOW AVERAGES 

Downward Bias of Using High-Low Averages for Age-to-Age Factors 

Property and casualty actuaries often use an averaging technique that excludes 

the same amount of data at both ends to calculate the age-to-age development 

factors. These will be called high-low averages in this paper. 

Many types of high-low averages exist - for example, the middle 3 of the latest 5 

years (3-of-5 averages) and the middle 6 of the latest 8 quarters (6-of-8 

averages). 

The purpose of using high-low averages is to exclude outliers and their 

disproportional influence on results. This requires a great deal of caution, 

however. According to Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner (1989): 

“an outlying influential case should not be automatically discarded, because 

it may be entirely correct and simply represents an unlikely event. Discarding 

of such an outlying case could lead to the undesirable consequences of 

increased variances of some of the estimated regression coefficients. * 

Applying high-low averages to calculate loss development factors will result in a 

systematic downward bias if the loss development factors exhibit a long-tailed 
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property (Wu (1996)). This can be illustrated by the following example based on 

a lognormal assumption. 

First, assume: 

l A! development age i, the aggregate reported loss or paid loss is equal to Lr. 

l From age i to i+l, a total loss of Ii+, is reported or paid. 

l Since insurance losses have a long-tailed property, both L, and Ii+, can be 

approximated by lognormal distributions. That is, both In(L, ) and In(li+r) are 

normally distributed. For the use of lognormal distributions to approximate 

insurance losses, please see Bowers, et al (1986), Finger (1976) and Hogg 

and Klugman (1984). 

Based on the above assumptions, the age-to-age development factor from age i 

to i+l can be expressed as follows: 

Di,+, = (Li + Ii +1) 1 L6 

ln(D,,,,) = ln((Li + I,+,) / Li ) = In (1 + 1,+1 / Li ) = C + ln (1~ )- ln( Lt ) 

where c is a constant. 

Since both In(Li ) and In(li+l) are normally distributed, In(Di.,+l) is normally 

distributed also. That is, Di,i+l is lognormally distributed and should have a long- 

tailed property: 
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W,.,+d - N(I.w?) 

where u, is the mean and d:is the variance of the normal distribution for In(Di,,+l) 

One advantage of assuming lognormal distributions for age-to-age development 

factors is that age-to-ultimate factors and, consequently, the ultimate loss 

estimates are also lognormally distributed: 

UD, = D,,i+l X Di+j,i+z X Di+z.i+3 . 

where 

In(UD,) = ln(D,,i+l) + ln(D,+~,c,) + In(Di.,+J . 

and 

In(UDJ - N(pi +pi+l+ul+ti.... OF+ ai+,‘+ di+z*+...) 

The fact age-to-age development factors may have a long tail does not go 

unnoticed. Hayne’s study (1985) in quantifying the variability of loss reserves 

assumes age-to-age development factors are lognormally distributed. Kelly 

(1992) and McNichols (1992) also conclude a lognormal assumption is better in 

describing age-to-age development factors than a normal assumption, because 

lognormal distributions can take only positive values and their long-tailed 

property reflects no upper boundary for the development factors. 
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However, if D,,,,, is lognormally distributed, using high-low averages to estimate 

it will result in a downward bias - represented by the percentage difference 

between the mean and the conditional mean (given that the data lie between a 

specified lower and upper pair of percentile points). The bias is expressed in the 

following formula (detailed derivations are in Appendix A.1): 

Bias = E(D’.’ * I) -----I = (1) 

where, 

E(Di,i+<): Expected value of Di,i+l 

E(D,,kJ: Expected value of Du+, given that Du+, lies between its upper and 

lower p percentile points: -&“‘F x f(d) 
ddm 

f(d): Probability density function for Di,i+l 

F(d): Cumulative density function for Di,r~~ 

p: Percentile 

d,(p): Value of Dr;i+l when F(d) = p 

dz(p): Value of Di,i+t when F(d) = i-p 

0: Standard normal distribution function, 
I exp(+ 

~ 4% d(x) 
j 

Equation (1) indicates the degree of bias depends only on p and q, the 

percentage of data being excluded and the shape factor, but not on pi, the 

location parameter. This suggests the more data excluded or the more skewed 
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and volatile the distribution, the higher the downward bias. Exhibit 1 illustrates 

the downward bias graphically. 

Please note that we are not limited to only the lognormal assumption. For 

example, another commonly used long-tailed distribution is the Pareto 

distribution. The bias formula similar to Equation (1) for the Pareto distribution is 

derived in the Appendix A.2. Further analysis indicates, for the age-to-age 

development factors reviewed in this study, no significant difference in bias 

results between the lognormal distribution and the Pareto distribution. 

Modified Hfgh-Low Average8 for the Correctlon of Downward Bias 

Results from Equation (1) can be extended to the high-low averages used by 

property and casualty actuaries. For example, a 3-of-5 average also excludes 

the upper and lower 20% of the data. The only difference between Equation (1) 

and a high-low average is that the high-low average is based on limited volume 

of data and a sample distribution function, while Equation (1) is based on very 

large volume data and a cumulative distribution function. 

Equation (1) provides a basis to correct the downward bias for the sample high- 

low average: 

Modified High-Low Average = Sample High-Low Average I (1 +Bias) (2) 

where the bias is given in Equation (1). 
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Exhibits 2-5 displays, through an example, how to correct the downward bias for 

the 3-of-5 averages based on Equations (1) and (2). This example uses the total 

industry paid loss data for medical malpractice claims-made insurance from the 

AM Rest Database (1996). 

Exhibit 2 shows 2 types of averages: Syears straight and 3-of-5. These are 

factor averages, not volume-weighted averages. Because the data covers 10 

years of experience, the 3-of-5 averages can be applied only to the first 5 

development ages. After the fifth development age, all years averages are used. 

Note the tail factor selected in Exhibit 2; 1.0515 is the ratio of incurred loss to 

paid loss for the earliest year in the triangle. 

Results from Exhibit 2 clearly indicate the 5-year averages result in higher 

estimates than the 3-of-5 averages. This is consistent with assuming age-to-age 

loss development factors have a long-tailed property. 

Fitting lognormal distributions to the age-to-age development factors in Exhibit 2 

produces the parameter estimates in Exhibit 3. First, w and q: are calculated for 

each development age. All data in each development age is used to calculate 

the sample parameters, although only the latest 5 data points are used to select 

age-to-age development factors; this increases the credibility of the sample 
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parameters. Parameters for the age-to-ultimate factors for a development age 

are the sum of all parameters of the age-to-age factors from that age to ultimate. 

Given these lognormal parameter estimates, the 3-of-5 averages in Exhibit 2 can 

be modified to correct the downward bias for the averages. The modified 3-of-5 

factors are in Exhibit 4. For example, the lognormal parameters for the 12-to-24 

development factors are: J.A~ =0.6916, and o12 =0.0174. With p=20%, a bias of 

-0.68% is indicated for the 3-of-5 average based on Equation (1). 

Exhibit 4 shows the indicated downward bias for each development age and the 

modified 3-of-5 averages. Exhibit 5 compares the estimated ultimate losses and 

reserves across 5-year averages, 3-of-5 averages, and modified 3-of-5 

averages. For example, the total reserve for the 3-of-5 averages is 

approximately 4.4% lower than for the 5 year averages, while the total reserve 

for modified 3-of-5 averages is approximately 0.5% higher than for 3-of-5 

averages. 

The downward bias illustrated in this example is relatively minor because data is 

for the total industry and therefore is very large. As will be shown in Section 3, 

the bias will become higher for individual company data and more volatile lines 

of business. 
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Limited volume of data 

As mentioned, the bias formula in Equation (1) is based on very large volume 

data and a cumulative distribution function, while the real-world data is limited. 

Note these issues regarding limited volume of data: 

l Additional parameter variation is introduced because sample parameters are 

assumed for true parameters. There is a booth-trap procedure because 

excluded data are used to calculate the sample parameters, which in turn are 

used to calculate the degree of bias to modify the high-low averages. 

l Even though the true parameters are known, the indicated bias when sample 

size is small will not be the same as the indicated bias when sample size is 

large. 

Analyzing these issues through statistical theories is very difficult, if not 

impossible, and is beyond the scope of this study. Instead, large scale 

simulations have been conducted; results are in Section 3. 
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Purpose 

2. STUDY PURPOSE, DATA, AND APPROACH 

Many questions remain considering the results given in the previous section: 

Do the real-world loss development factors really exhibit a long-tailed 

property? 

What is the level of the downward bias when high-low averages are used in 

setting reserves? 

Does the downward bias vary by line of business, data size, development 

age, and paid and incurred loss development methods? 

What is the effect of limited volume of data on the bias? 

This study attempts to answer these questions through a comprehensive review 

of industry data and large scale simulations. 

Data 

Data from the AM Best Database (1996) was gathered for the following major 

liability lines: 

. Workers compensation 

. Private passenger automobile liability 

. Commercial automobile liability 

l Medical malpractice - occurrence 
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. Medical malpractice - claims-made 

l Product liability 

l Other liability 

For each line of business, paid loss and incurred loss triangles on an annual 

basis were compiled from 10 randomly selected insurers - a total of 140 

triangles. The loss triangles have 10 years of experience and cover 1986 to 

1995. 

The data was further broken down into 2 groups, based on size: 

l Group A contains large multiline and multistate insurers. 

l Group B contains small local and regional companies. 

Exhibit 6 shows the range of annual earned premium for the companies within 

each group. 

Approach 

Loss development procedures used to review the AM Best data were the same 

as those in Exhibits 2 to 5. The following list summarizes important assumptions 

in the approach: 
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. The 3-of-5 average was selected as the representative high-low average. 

Results for the 3-of-5 average can be extended to other types of high-low 

averages. 

l Because the loss triangle data has only 10 years of history, the 3-of-5 

averages can be applied only to the first 5 development ages. For 

development ages after 72 months, all years’ averages were used. 

l No tail development is assumed for the incurred loss method. For the paid 

tail, the ratio of incurred to paid loss for the oldest accident year in the 

triangle was used. 

l All data points in each development age were used to calculate the 

lognormal parameters to increase credibility. However, only the latest 5 

points were used to select the age-to-age development factors. 

. Large scale simulations were conducted to study the effect of limited volume 

of data on the bias when sample parameters are assumed as the true 

parameters. The simulations also measure the differences between the 

simulated bias and the bias based on Equation (1). 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Long-Tailed Property for Age-to-Age Development Factors 

The reserve indications between the 5-year averages and 3-of-5 averages for 

the AM Best data were compared. The comparison results by line of business, 

company size, and paid and incurred loss methods are in Exhibit 6. 

Exhibit 6 indicates approximately 70% of the data reviewed has lower reserve 

indications for 3-of-5 averages. This is consistent with assuming age-to-age 

development factors may have a long tail and the use of high-low averages will 

result in a downward bias. 

Exhibit 6 also suggests the long tail assumption is more prevailing for more 

volatile lines such as medical malpractice and product liability. On the other 

hand, the assumption is equally prevailing for both large and small groups and 

for incurred as well as paid methods. 

Results by Line of Business 

Exhibits 7 to 13 give 2 types of downward bias by line of business: the bias for 

age-to-age development factors and for reserve indications. The reserve 

indications include both the total reserve and the incurred but not reported 

reserve (IBNR). In each exhibit, the downward bias is indicated by company 

size and paid and incurred methods. 
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The indicated bias in these exhibits is based on Equation (1). For example, 

Exhibit 11 shows that for the malpractice claims-made data of Group A, the 

indicated minimum, maximum, and average downward biases associated with 3- 

of-5 averages for the 12-24 paid factors are -0.86%, -2.88%, and -2.06%, 

respectively. 

The indicated bias for reserve indications is the difference between the 3-of-5 

averages and modified 3-of-5 averages. For example, Exhibit 11 shows that for 

the malpractice claims-made data of Group A, the indicated minimum, maximum, 

and average downward biases for total reserves of the paid method are -0.61%, 

-2.86%, and -1.87%, respectively. 

Exhibits 7-13 lead to the following observations: 

. The indicated bias for age-to-age factors decreases as the loss data 

matures. For workers compensation, private passenger automobile liability, 

and commercial automobile liability, the bias appears insignificant after 72 

months of development. On the other hand, the bias is still noticeable after 

72 months for medical malpractice, product liability, and other liability. 

l The bias for reserve indications can be substantial, especially for the highly 

volatile medical malpractice, product liability, and other liability. The use of 
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high-low averages can easily lead to a double digit downward bias for these 

lines of business. 

In general, the data of small companies shows higher downward bias than 

the data of large companies. This is because the age-to-age factors become 

more volatile as data size decreases. 

While the paid development factors are larger than incurred development 

factors, there is no systematic difference in the bias level between paid and 

incurred factors. As indicated in Equation (1) the bias depends on data 

skewing and volatility (represented by uJ, but not on data level or magnitude 

(represented by pi). This suggests the paid and incurred development 

factors are skewed to a similar degree. 

Large Scale Simulations for Limited volume of data 

Since real-world data is limited, it will deviate somewhat from the assumptions 

for Equation (1). For the limited volume of data, the true means and variances 

are usually unknown and the sample means and variances must used. Also, 

Equation (1) assumes the data size is very large, while the 3-of-5 average, for 

example, uses only 5 data points. 

This study used large scale simulations to analyze these issues. The simulation 

procedures follow: 
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Select a set of p, and 0,. The range for pi is 0.1 to 2.0 and the range for q is 

0.002 to 1.2. These ranges are based on the AM Best data reviewed in the 

study. 

Generate 4,000 lognormal replicates based on the selected p, and o,. Each 

replicate contains 5 random data. 

Calculate sample parameters for each of the 4,000 replicates. Calculate the 

bias using Equation (1) and the sample parameters. Compare the result to 

the bias based on the true parameters of pi and ci. This is the effect of using 

the sample parameters. 

Finally, calculate 3-of-5 averages for the 4,000 replicates. Compare these to 

the bias based on Equation (1). This is the effect of limited volume of data. 

Exhibit 14 suggests the bias will be understated if sample parameters are used 

for true parameters. For example, when qi = 1.2 and pi= 1.0, the bias on 

average will be understated by 8.5%. 

Exhibit 15 indicates that the bias is tempered somewhat for limited volume of 

data. For example, when qi = 1.2 and p,= 1 .O, the simulated bias for the 3-of-5 

average is approximately 67.5% of the bias calculated by Equation (1) for large 

volume data. 
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Exhibits 14 and 15 also show that the effects of limited volume of data on bias 

depend primarily on o,, not pi, The effects diminish quickly as ai decreases. 
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The current study presents strong evidence, through a comprehensive review of 

industry data, that a downward bias will occur when high-low averages are used 

to determine age-to-age development factors. The review results display the 

level of the bias by line of business, development age, data size, and paid and 

incurred methods. These results indicate the downward bias can be substantial, 

especially for small companies and highly volatile lines. 

Equations (1) and (2) provide a basis to quantify and correct the bias. Equation 

(1) is based on large volume data, while only limited volume of data is available 

for most real-world applications. The simulation results suggest the bias for 

limited volume of data is somewhat lower than indicated by Equation (1). 

Exhibit 16 further provides a quick bias estimate instead of Equation (1) and 

simulations. For example, if the average of loss development factors at a 

development age is approximately 1.5 and the maximum factor is approximately 

3.0, the potential downward bias of using the 3-of-5 average for the development 

factors will be -7% to -12%. 

The real-world data that actuaries deal with daily may have an even higher bias 

than indicated in this study. For example, the bias will increase if less mature 

data or quarterly data is used, and the bias for the tail may be significant. 
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As in most research, many assumptions used in this study are ideal. Attempts to 

study the bias under more complicated assumptions are beyond this scope 

because they require advanced statistical knowledge. They can be the topics 

for future research, however. For example, explaining results for limited volume 

of data call for the knowledge of Order Statistics. Another interesting study 

could cover the bias when loss development factors between development ages 

are highly correlated. 
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APPENDIX 

DOWNWARD BIAS FOR 2 LONG-TAILED DISTRIBUTIONS 

This Appendix shows the derivations of downward bias based on cumulative 

distribution functions for 2 long-tailed distributions- lognormal and Pareto. Many 

details of these distributions can be found in Hogg and Klugman (1984) or other 

statistical texts. 

The following lists global notations for the 2 distributions: 

E(X): Expected value for random variable X 

E(X)‘: Expected value of X when excluding the upper p% and lower p% of data 

F(x): Cumulative probability function 

f(x): Probability density function 

p: Percentile 

x1: Value of X when F(x) = p 

x2: Value of X when F(x) = l-p 

F: Standard normal distribution function = 

f: Standard normal density function = ___ 
JT;; 
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A.1 Lognormal Distribution 

. Probability Density Function: 

l Cumulative Probability Function: 

dx 

Let x = eavir, then y = 
h-p 
-, and G!X = e@+‘rn+. 

CT 

Inx, - p 
Rx,) = @,(- - )- p, x, = e’o ‘mo*r, u 

Inx, -,u 
F(xz) = uq- ) = l-p, X2= el~-‘fl-Pbre) u 

. Expected Value of X: 
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l Expected Value of X when Excluding Upper p% and Lower p% of Data: 

Let y = 
Inx-p-u’ 

u 
, t&n x = ea*““l, and & = e”+fllld ody, 

.,, = e(8-‘(P)WI an,, x2= e(~-‘(I-Pb+CI , then 

E(X)’ = e 
I”++‘) 

-[uqW’(I - p) -a)) - uqd(p) - a)] 
(I-2P) 

l Downward Bias for Excluding Upper p% and Lower p% of Data: 

&as = E(x)’ 1 = -- 
E(x) 

The above result indicates the degree of bias depends only on p, the percentage 

of data being excluded, and o. the shape factor. The bias does not depend on 

p, the location parameter. 
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A.2 Pareto Distribution 

l Probability Density Function: 

f(x) = aha(k+xy, x,0 

l Cumulative Probability Function: 

F(x,) = p, then x1 = ,I x 1) 

F(xz) = l-p, then x2 = ,I x (-& 1) 
P 

l Expected Value of X: 

E(X) = jx&(A +x)-“-‘dr = -‘-&“+jAa’” +x)-“uk 
0 0 

= -jAyA +x)-“dr = -A-(&)-(-l),, = -& 
0 

. Expected Value of X when Excluding Upper p% and Lower p% of Data: 

Since L= A 
,x+x, /I+~(-- -I 

= (I- p)“O, 

(1 - p)“” 
- 1) 
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A 
and - = 

A 
/1+x2 n+i( ;,, -1) 

= p”a ) 

P 

then, 

0-I a--I 

E(X)’ = 

= (ae,;,m*p)beP~ G +(1-p) I-(a-w-2x01 

. Downward Bias for Excluding Upper p% and Lower p% of Data: 

Again, the degree of bias for Pareto distribution depends only on p and a, the 

percentage of excluded data and the shape factor, but not on h. the location 

parameter. 
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EXHIBITS 
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Exhibit 1. Downward Bias of High-Low Average for A Lognomal Distribution 

Lowr Data of the Distribution 

E(X)’ by Excluding Same p% 
ofUpperandLover 

/ 

Eata of the Distribution 

/ 
E(x) 

p% of Upper Data of the Distribution 



Pald L-: (in Mdlions) 

Amdent Earned mt Age. Monm 
Y3.z &g&!g 12 a 2§ a 52 12. M 96 I!24 Qg 

19% s 14,322 s 559 t 1.532 S 2.607 S 4.082 S 5.299 S 6.130 S 6.674 S 7.104 S 7.352 S 7.505 
1967 0 17,371 s 556 8 1.737 S 3,075 t 4.395 S 5.680 $ 6,497 S 7.105 S 7;%4 $ 7.685 
'966 s 77.349 s 1.006 f 2.1% S 3.676 S 5,445 S 6,624 S 7.4% S 6.063 S 6.410 
'989 8 16.493 S I.105 t 2.441 S 4.470 S 6,053 S 7,257 0 6.214 S 6.791 
19% S 16.562 S 1.061 S 2,885 S 4,643 5 6.316 S 7.628 S 6,507 
'991 S 16.272 t 1.351 S 2.896 $ 4,751 S 6,411 $ 7.632 
'992 515,785 5 1,326 S 2.9'M 5 4,630 S 6,567 
1993 $15.902 s 1.304 S 3.085 0 4.898 
'994 s 16,853 s 1.346 s 3.32a 
1995 Sl7.102 S 1.402 

1988 $17,340 
1989 s 16.493 
1990 s16:%2 
1991 S 16,272 
1992 $ 15,765 
19% s15.902 
'994 s 16,653 
1996 $17.102 

Aw-to-AgeDwdopnentFxtom: 
SYear~Aw?3.9- 

3-&5A~&e- 

M 
2.7436 
3.1250 
2.1724 
2.20% 
2.7188 
2.1446 
2.19% 
2.3658 
2.4625 

-&am 
24362E4Q4860 5072 zz% 

I.8316 I.4541 1.2982 I.1568 I.0888 
l.Tml 1.4294 1.2925 1.1437 1 .a936 
I.6625 I.4811 1.2166 1.1257 1.0614 
1.6311 I.3542 1.1989 1.1318 1.0703 
1.8092 1.3w7 1.2073 1.1152 
I.6404 1.3493 1.1904 
1.5533 1.35% 
1.5676 

as%c!k.tQs 
I.0644 1.0363 
I.0562 1 .a255 
IO+30 

108-120 
1.01% 

2.3764 1.6663 1.3alO l.Zll 1.1343 1.0335 I.0545 1.03X 1.01% 
233% 1.6376 I.3581 1.2076 1.1337 1.0935 1.0545 I.0339 1.01% 

9.5668 4.0257 2.4lM) 1.74% 1.4327 1.2627 1.1654 l.l%l I.0720 
6.9953 3.8448 2.3479 1.7287 1.4315 I.2627 1.1654 1.1051 1 .ono 

T8il” 
I.0515 
10515 

I.0515 
I.0515 



Natural Logarithm Transformation 
of the Age-to-Age Factors in Exhibit 2: 

Aozident 
Year 

1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 

Age-to-Age Development Factore: 
Lognormal Mean-All-YearAverage 

Logonormal Variance-All-YearAverage 

Age-to-Ultimate Development Factors: 
Lognormal Mean-All-YearAverage 

LogoncwmalVariance-All-YearAverage 

Exhlbit 3. Lognotmal Parameters for Loss Development Factore 

12-24 
1.0093 
I.1394 
0.7758 
0.7925 
1.0002 
0.7629 
0.7841 
0.8611 
0.9012 

0.8918 0.5304 0.3346 0.2096 0.1262 0.0802 0.0531 0.0304 0.0193 
0.0174 0.0032 0.0015 0.0015 o.Oc02 O.lml 0.0001 0.0001 o.oooo 

2.2756 1.3838 0.8534 0.5186 0.3091 0.1829 0.1027 0.0497 0.0193 
0.0241 0.0067 0.0035 0.0020 0.0004 o.ooo2 0.0002 0.004ll 0.0000 

DevelopmentAge.Months 
2u!s36484860 60-72 

0.6053 0.3744 0.2610 0.1456 
0.5710 0.3572 0.2566 0.1343 
0.5203 0.3928 0.1960 0.1184 
0.6049 0.3032 0.1814 0.1238 
0.4757 0.3080 0.1884 0.1090 
0.4950 0.2996 0.1743 
0.5086 0.3071 
0.4622 

_Ms4t3t!z!B 9&I@ 106-120 
0.0861 0.0624 0.0356 0.0193 
0.0895 0.0547 0.0251 
0.0783 0.0421 
0.0679 



Exhlblt 4. ModlIed High-Low Averagee for Los0 Development Factore 

Age-to-Age Factors in Exhibit 2: 

Accident 
m 

1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
19% 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 

DevebpmentAge,Months 
12-2424-36 36-48m §ia 7284 84-96 m 108120 

2.7436 1.8318 1.4541 1.2982 1.1568 1.0888 1.0644 1.0363 1.0195 
3.1250 1.7700 1.4294 1.2925 1.1437 1.0936 I.0562 1.0255 
2.1724 1.6825 1.4811 1.2166 1.1257 1.0814 1 .ow 
2.2090 1.8311 1.3542 1.1989 1.1316 1.0703 
2.7188 1.6092 1.3607 1.2073 1.1152 
2.1446 1.6404 1.3493 I.1904 
2.1905 1.6630 1.3595 
2.3659 1.5876 
2.4625 

Age-k-Age Development Factore: ml 
SYear Average 2.3764 1.6663 1.3810 1.2211 1.1346 1.0835 1.0545 1.0309 1.0195 1.0515 

Lognormal Parameters from Exhibit 3: 
Lognormal Mean -All-Year Average 0.8918 0.5304 0.3346 0.2096 0.1262 0.0802 0.0531 0.0304 0.0193 

Lqmormal Variance - All-Year Average 0.0174 0.0032 0.0015 0.0015 0.0002 o.ooo1 0.0001 o.om O.UJOO 

3-of-5 Average 2.3393 1.6376 1.3581 1.2076 1.1337 1.0835 1.0545 1.0309 1.0195 1.0515 
%ofHighandLowDataExcMed 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 

lndicatedDwnward6ii 4,68% -0.12% 4.06% -0.06% -0.01% 
Modifkd3of-5Average 2.3557 1.6393 1.3590 1.2083 1.1338 1.0835 1.0545 1.0309 1.0195 I.0515 

Age-to-Ultimate Development Factors: 
5-YearAverage 9.5669 4.0257 2.4160 1.7495 1.4327 1.2627 1.1654 1.1051 1.0720 l.ck515 
3-ofSAverage 6.9953 3.6448 2.3479 1.7287 1.4315 1.2627 1.1654 1.1051 1.0720 1.0515 

Modhd3-of-5Awage 9.0799 3.8545 2.3509 1.7299 1.4317 1.2627 1.1654 1.1051 1.0720 I.0515 



UlldeVeloped 
Accdent Pati 

Mbpssgs 
1966 s 7.505 
1987 s 7.695 
1988 S 8.410 
1989 S 8,791 
19% s 8,567 
1691 t 7,632 
1992 s 8,567 
1993 f 4,898 
1999 s 3,320 
1995 $ 1,402 

T&l: f 64,726 

SYWlr 
%!l!s%s 
1.0515 
1.0720 
11051 
11854 
1.2627 
1.4327 
1.7495 
2.4160 
4.0257 
9.5689 

3-d-5 

%2 
1.0720 
1.1051 
11654 
1.2627 
1.4315 
1.7287 
2.3479 
3.8448 
89953 

Mcdiiad 
3-d-5 

A- 
1.0515 
1.0720 
1.1651 
1.1654 
1.2627 
1.4317 
1.7299 
2.3509 
3.8545 
9.0793 

6-YW M-5 

P?& 
S 6:249 

SAC 
$ 8:249 

s 9.294 t 9.294 
s 10.244 s 10.244 
s 10,741 s 10.741 
s 10.934 s 10,925 
f 11.468 s 11.352 

s 11.633 s 1t* 
s 13.366 $ 12,765 
t 13.416 S 12,615 

Mcddikl 
M-5 

Ab!E9% 
S 7.891 
S 8,249 
5 9.294 
s 10,244 
s 10.741 
s 10,926 
s 11.359 
s 11,514 
s 12,797 
S 12.733 

f 107.457 5105.576 S 105.749 S 42,731 S 40.650 S 41,024 

-7 s-7 s- S 367 
: 664s 5545 

s 1.454 s 
s 2.234 s 
s 3.302 s 
s 4.922 s 
5 6.935 S 
f 10,046 s 
5 12,014 S 

554 s 564 
8845 8.64 

1.454 s 1,454 
2.234 s 2.234 
3.293 s 3.294 
4.765 s 4,793 
6.602 t 6,616 
9.445 s 9,477 

11,212 S 11.331 



Workers Ccmpmsatm 5 
Prnate Passenger Automobk Lnbilii 5 
Commercial Automobile Liibilrty 5 
Medical Malpractice - Occurrence 5 
Medial Ma!pactii - Claims-Made 5 
Product Liabilii 5 
Other Llabilily 5 

TOta 35 

Number of 
Companies Sam&Q 

Wcfkers Capensation 5 
Private Passengw Automobile L&My 5 
Canmercial Autcmcbii Liiilii 5 
Medical Malpractii - Occum&a 
Madkal Malpractice - Cbis-Made 
Prcduct Llabiri 
Other Lability 

Total 

GlapAandGrcqBCunbined: 

5 
5 
5 
5 

35 

Number of 
cm!aanies SamPleQ 

worker-3 capansdii 
Ptiate Passengaf Autaobila Liabilii 
COmmarcial Autancbik LiidQ 
Medical Malpractice-Occurrence 
Madiil Malpracbce - Claiis-Made 
Product Liability 
Other Llabilii 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

Total 70 52 48 

Annual Earned Premium From 1986 to 1995 
Min,m m (in Millions) 

u Maximum A- 

428 S 1.823 S 1,029 
543 5 14,126 s 3.651 
151 s 882 S 354 

14 s 270 S 71 
S 44s 700 s 186 

43 s 218 S 115 
199 s 1,221 s 611 

Annual Earned Premium Fra 1986 to 1995 
(in Millions) 

Minimum M&urn &ggg 

S 14 s 137 s 60 
ss 26 19 S s 122 99 0 s 47 62 

: 20 2 s s 64 53 s s 39 17 

0 5 s 50 s 29 
S 12 s 98 S 54 

Annual Earned Premium From 1988 to 1995 

m 

14 s 1,823 
26 S 14.126 
19 s 682 

2 s 270 
20 s 7w 

5 s 218 
S 12 s 1,221 

Data Wilh Lower Reserve 
lndkabons for 3-of-5 Averages- 

Paki Loss Method Incur& Los8 Method 

3 3 
2 3 
2 2 
5 5 
4 3 
5 5 
3 3 

24 24 

Data With Lower Reserve 
Indications fw 34-5 Averages- 

Paid LOSS Method Incurred Loss Method 

2 3 
3 3 
3 2 
5 5 
5 3 
5 5 
5 3 

28 24 

Data With Lower Resewa 
Indications for 3-01-5 Averages’ 

Pad Loss Method Incurred Loss Method 

5 8 
5 8 
5 4 
10 10 
9 6 
10 10 
8 6 

* Reaewa indiiiDns wwa compared batwean byear averages and 3-cd-5 averages. Thii is 
the data wham 3-c+5 averaged have a kwer rasenm indication. 



Pad 3-d-5 Avawq 12.24Mmlh$ 24-3S!h+h$ 3MBhtmths 406Oh’mWs 6p72h’mt& 

GrmpA-L;rpeCUllpanlS Mimmum 0.25OA O.W% 0.00% 0.00% 0.0056 
Ma.dmun -2 68% -0 1osh -0 02x 0.02* O.CCPA 
A==%- 0.00% 4 05% 0.01% -!I.*,% 000% 

Gnxp B - Sm~l10 LWum Cunpanias Mminum 4.03% -0.02% -0.01% OWA 000% 
MBdmum 0.72% 4.22% -0.~A -o.WA 4.0996 
A-e -0 25% 4.OPA 0.05% 4.02A 4.02% 

InwW Z-d-5 Am 12.24b.Mti-6 2c3sumttm L?wsMonlhs 48eJtkxm 43mtbknt~ 

WA-CapeComPSW Mmrum 4.1OOA 4.01% 0.01% -0.01% 4.01% 
hkudmm -0 7056 -0 WA 4.05% 0.03% 4 02% 
Avgape -0.37% 4.03% 00% 0.02% -001% 

G-cup B - Smdl to h%dkm Companies Mmirun -0.07% -0.02% 0.01% O.WA OW% 
Madmum I .075b -018% a.1356 0.05% 4.02% 
AVeraee -O.570A 4.10% 0.05% 4OZ?A 4.01X 

IndMsd Downwm-d Blu for hf.5 Reserve tndkatbnr’: 

Paid Los5 bwwmlent Mahod Tail- IBNRW 

GrmpA-LageCanplies Mmimrn 005% -o.llOA 
MBdmum -137% -2.92M 
AWe -0.37% -o.WA 

Gmup B - Smdl to thdivn Gzrnpahs Mminum -0CWA 4.15% 
timurn -1 3736 -3 03% 
A-e 4 38OA -096% 

lrumedLarsCevaownentMe(~ Tdd F&saws IEINR Reserves 

Grip A Lag.3 CanpaWs Mmirun 4.11% -9.3236 
Wmum 4.30X 4.77% 
AVeraee 0.2236 4.54% 

Gmnp B - Smal to hWum Companies Mminum 4.09% 0.32% 
Msdmm 0.73% -1.73x 
AVeraee 4 45% -1 .WA 





Exhlbtt 9. Rwlrw Rosulcl of AM Best Commrclal AutOmQbllo Llrblllty Data 

lndlcrted D-ard Bias for hf.5 AgMo-Age Factors*: 

a-24Mc,,t& 

Miminum -0.03% 
Msdmum -1.77% 
A=* -0.56% 

Miminun -O.iOsb 
Mamum -1.21% 
AMage -0.46% 

2-24 Mmths, 

Miminum -0 04% 
Madmum -0.91% 
A-J-W -0.35% 

Mlmlnum -0.18% 
Mtimum -0.48% 
A-%@ -0.31% 

m 
-0.01% 
-0.16% 
-0.07% 

-0.15% 
4.43% 
-0.22% 

&4-36 hfvnlk 

-0.02% 
-0.18% 
-0.07% 

-0.04% 
-0.2<% 
-0.09% 

0.00% 
-0.03% 
-0.02% 

-0.02% 
-0.13% 
-0.07% 

S-48 Mmma 
-0.01% 
-0.11% 
-0.04% 

-0.01% 
-0.06% 
-0.02% 

4MOMmlh~ 

O.cQ% 
-004% 
-0.02% 

-0 01% 
-0.07% 
-0.03% 

@§gJg& 
0.00% 
-0.08% 
-0.02% 

-0.01% 
-008% 
-0.03% 

$0.72Mmths 

O.W% 
-0.03% 
-0.01% 

0.00% 
-0.07% 
-0.02% 

48-80Mti 

0.00% 
-0.02% 
-0.01% 

0.00% 
-0.01% 
-0.01% 

VI M&4 -m 

Grwp A - Large COm~ics Miminum -0.08% -0.09% 
Mmum -1.31% -2.17% 
A--W -0.50% -0.98% 

Group B - Small to Medium Ccnnpa~es Miminum -0.39% -0.77% 
Maimurn -1.32% -7.32% 
AWqle 0.78% -2.88% 

m LBNRResews 

Group A _ Lq+ CanpaniaS Mimlnum -0.07% -0.12% 
MBdnwm -0.92% -1.85% 
AWage -0.29% 466% 

GrarpB-SnWtoMedumCompmh Mimirwm -0.22% -0.59% 
Madmum -3.63% -10.37% 
A=%= -1.11% 4.57% 

‘Ti-eindca(edd bias for 345 fadas is bared cm Equah-o (1). 

“i’heir4lcateddomwardbksfaressvsa IO the sfm~e in r(g(~e hac~tlons be(mnn 34-5 avecapsr d mcafrd S-3-5 awager 



Indicated DownwLrd Blae for l-f-5 Age-to-Ago Factors’: 

Paid 3.of-5 Abw- 

Group A Large Cornpanes 

Group B Small to Medium Cornpanes 

Incurred 3-d-5 Averaes 

Group A Large Canpames 

Grcup 6 - Small to Medium Companies 

U-24 Monlha 
Miminvm -3.64% 
Madmum -23.M)% 
A-age -14.39% 

Miminum -10.30% 
Marjmum -22.99% 
AWage -15 75% 

12.24 t.taX~ 

Miminum -0.68% 
Madmum -30.02% 
AWage -12.64% 

Mbninum -0.23% 
Maimurn -7.66% 
Average 4.89k 

24-36 Mom 

-2.02% 
-14.79% 

-5.46% 

-1.22% 
-9.79% 
-5.75% 

24-36 Mwth~ 

0.57% 
-21.60% 

-7.67% 

-0.32% 
5.08% 
-2.09% 

w6 Mmtha 

-0.34% 
-6 24% 
-1.96% 

-0.51% 
-2.25% 
-1 31% 

3648 MOnths 

-0.26% 
-2 70% 
-0 96% 

-0 27% 
-133% 
-0.93% 

4660 Montha 

-0.12% 
-2.01% 
-0.67% 

-0.10% 
-2.73% 
-0.92% 

go-72 Mcmthq 

-0.09% 
-1.55% 
-0.52% 

-0.14% 
4 99% 
6.37% 

4560 Mcnthg 46-60 Mvnthg 

-0.12% 
-1.33% 
-0.52% 

-0.14% 
-3.61% 
-1 13% 

-0.07% 
-0.69% 
-0.30% 

-0.075b 
4.68% 
-1.52% 

Indicated Downward Bias for l-of-S Reserve Indlcatlons-: 

,‘ald Less De,elw,wr,l I,,&,@ TOlal Resews IBNR Rewrve$ 

Group A - Large Canpanies Mimlnum -3.19% -9.40% 
Mtimum -13.49% -24.56% 
AWage -9.92% -15.61% 

Group ‘6 Small to Medium Crnnpanies Mlminum 4.19% -8 20% 
Madmum -16.69% -39.64% 
AWage -13.56% -23.67% 

!uclJrred Loss !Jewmment Met!& Total Rm IBNR Rm 

Group A Large Companies Miminum -1.14% -5.43% 
MaMmum -60.72% -66.37% 
AWage -17.50% -22 11% 

Group 6 - Small to Medium Companies Miminum -0.76% -1 35% 
Mtimum 43.22% -263.92% 
AVeraee -16.65% -91.94% 

* The indicated dormward tiaa for 5of-5 faders Is bsred ~1 Equation (1). 

I The indicated downward tiaS fw nu5ws is 6-m &fferetca in msuw indlcabms behKen W-5 averages and m&fled W-5 wages. 



Paid 36-5 A- 

Grwp A - Large Canpanies 

Incurred W-5 Am 

Grwp A - Large CampaMes 

32-24 Mmlhp 

Mlmlnum 4.86% 
Mylmum -2.66% 
AvRase -2.08% 

Mlmllum -1.45% 
Mtimum 8.95% 
AW -4.49% 

32-24 MonMs 

Mhinun -0.27% 
M&mm -2.33% 
AVeraee 0.95% 

Mimlnom -9.49% 
Mairnml -1.45% 
AWage -0.98% 

IndIrated DcmnWWd 6taS fw S-of-5 ROsWve IndlutlonP: 

Mlminum -0.01% 
Madmum -2.68% 
AvaSee -1.67% 

Miminum -3.05% 
MaUmum -426% 
AWaSe -3.69% 

Mimlnum -0.52% 
Mardmum -3.84% 
A-=@ -1.41% 

Mimiturn -1.41% 
Mtimum -7.36% 
AveraSe -3.01% 

4.1096 -0.08% -0.04% 0.00% 
-O.U% -0.63% -0.60% -0.22% 
-0.26% -0.26% -0.21% -0.12% 

-0.39% -0.11% -0.05% -0.01% 
-2.3t% -1.04% -0.24% 6.78% 
-1.30% -0.38% -010% -0.21% 

-0.19% -0.12% -0.03% O.W% 
-0.94% -0.44% -0.24% -0.06% 
-O.U% -0.27% -0.11% -0.03% 

-0.07% -0.07% -0.04% -0.03% 
-0.36% -0.32% -0.26% -0.54% 
-0.26% -0.17% -0.12% -0.16% 

-3.10% 
-13.?Q% 

-6.62% 

-3.90% 
88.72% 
-20.40% 

-1.27% 
8.06% 
4.99% 

4.94% 
-51.12% 
-13.71% 



Exhlblt 12. Rwlaw Results of AM Best Product LhtWty Data 

Indicated Downward Bias lor 3.of-5 Age-to-Ago Factora*: 

Pad Z-of-5 A- 

Grcup A - Large tompanes 

Grwp B - Small to Medium Ccmpames 

lnwned 3-d-5 Awang 

Grcup A Large Cornpaves 

Grwp B Small to Medium Canpaws 

12.24 Months 24-38 Ma-a- -6 Month6 W Mcoth6 60-72 

hhmmum -2.44% -1.46% -1.02% -0 30% -0.16% 
Mtimum 42.19% -35.08% -10.36% -2.04% -7.65% 
AMage -17.46% -9.39% -2.93% -1.00% -1.73% 

Mlmmum -1.44% -0.70% -0.13% -0.16% -0.03% 
Manmum -13.52% -5.34% -3.33% -1 72% 0.90% 
A=W= -7 08% -2.56% -1.19% -0.62% -0.26% 

12-24 MCmth~ 24-36 Mm i?.Eahm-- 

Mlmmum -1.42% -1.00x -0.17% -018% -mQ% 
Mamum -27.35% -17.15)( -2.4846 -3.51% 4.15% 
AWage -16.17% -7.w% -1.3% -1.02% -1.15% 

Mlmmum 4.23% -0.66% -0.50% -034% 005% 
Manmum -21.73% 6.71% 4.27% -3 70% -1.83% 
Amage -9 64% -3.34% -2.64% -1.70% 0.73% 

Indlcatmd Downward Blaa for l-of-5 Reserw Indlcatlom-: 

PaId Loss &@amenl Melhod 

Group A - Large CWpanlg 

GPJUQ 0 - Small lo Medium Companies 

Group 6. Small to Medium Canpanes 

Mlllll”“#ll -3.04% 
Mammum -6650% 
A--age -22 20% 

Mlminum -1.59% 
Madmum -5.62% 
AWage -3.26% 

Mommum -1.94% 
Mtimum -39.66% 
Awage -22.00% 

Mlminum -1.55% 
Mamum -12.69% 
AMage -5 48% 

8.11% 
-7X61% 
-27.14% 

10.47% 
-15.54% 

-1.52% 

4.63% 
45.01% 
-28.70% 

-5.61% 
-35.66% 
-22.19% 



Exhlblt 13. R.VYW R”ulb of AN EI”t Dtbr Lhtdllty D.t, 

Indlcat5d Darmlrd 811s for 3-01-5 Ape-k-A.p Factors’: 

Paid 345 A,wm 

Grcup A - Large Ccmpanles 

Grwp 6 - Small lo Medium Ccmwnies 

Incurred 3 of 5 Averam . 

Group A - Large Companies 

12.24Momhh 24-36Monttq aM8Mmths 4880Hmths 

Miminum -0.30% 
Manmum -21.90% 
Average -7.16% 

Miminum -1 03% 
Maimum -6.18% 
AWage -2 98% 

-0.12% 
-2.64% 
-0.63% 

-0.40% 
-3.Q7% 
-2.26% 

12.24 Mo”Vl~ 24-38 Monthq 

Mimwm -0 12% 
Maxmum -3.31% 
AWaSe -1.23% 

Miminum -0.42% 
Mtimum -2196% 
AWage -8.06% 

Indicated Downward Was for hf.5 Resem Indications’: 

-0.09% 
4.69% 
-0.2%!& 

-0.36% 
-2.24% 
-0.67% 

Grwp 6 Smdl to Medium Cwnpanies 

Incurred Lo55 Deelcanent m 

Group A - Large Ccmpanes 

Group 6 - Small to Medium Ccmpanies 

Total Rm l6NR Rewwq 

Mimmum -0.70% -0.91% 
Madmum -11.64% -27.5Q% 
Amape -3.90% 8.33% 

Mlminum -1.47% -3.91% 
Mammum -14 28% -21.24% 
AveraSe -5 27% -6.29% 

Total Ra ]BNR R- 

Mimmum -0.46% -0 80% 
Mamnum -1 QQsb -2.65% 
AWage -1.01x -1.76% 

Miminum -1.14% -2.06% 
Meimum -9 29% -16.lW 
AWage 4.45% -9.60% 

-0.04% 
-0.41% 
0.17% 

-O.j7% 
4.41% 
-1.29% 

-0.03% 
-0.16% 
0.09% 

-0.07% 
-1.53% 
-0.47% 

-0.05% 
-0.21% 
-0.12% 

.0.03x 
-0.67% 
-0.33% 

48-w kmrn~ 

-0.02% 
-0 11% 
-0.07% 

-0.05% 
-0.50% 
-0 20-A 

-0.02% 
-0.23% 
-0.09% 

-0.02% 
-0 24% 
-0 10% 

4880 Mmlqg 

-0.01% 
-0.10% 
-0.05% 

-0.02% 
-0.32% 
-0.12% 



Exhibit 14. Effect of Sample Paametem 

Ratio of Average Bias Based on Simulated Sample Parameters vs. True Parameters 

P 
2.ooo 1.ooo o.500 o.100 

1.200 90.6% 91.5% 91.2% 91.8% 
o.900 93.2% 93.2% 94.9% 94.1% 

(J o.500 97.5% 97.7% 97.3% 97.9% 
QJgg 99.5% 99.9% 99.5% 99.6% 
o.050 100.2% 98.8% 100.4% 100.9% 
o.002 99.4% 100.6% 100.9% 97.9% 



Exhibit 15. Downward Bias for Limited Volume Data 

Ratio of Simulated Bias to Bias Eased on Equation (1) for 3-of-5 Averages 

P 
2.ooo 1.ooo 9.500~ 

0 1.200 88.3% 67.5% 67.4% 67.1% 
o.900 80.7% 80.2% 80.6% 80.6% 
o.500 03.1% 92.8% 93.6% 93.8% 
o.100 99.8% 99.6% 99.9% 99.7% 
o.050 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 
o.002 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 



z -3.0% - -7 0% -2.0% - -5.0% -1.0% - -2 0% 
Mawmum of the Data 30 -6 0% - -15 0% -6 0% - -12.0% 4.0% - -10.0% -2.5% - -4 0% 

u -10 0% - -20.0% -7 0% - -15 0% -3.0% - -6 0% 
I.4 -10 0% - -20.0% -5 0% - -9.0% -1 0% - -3.0% 

ro.0 -12 0% - -25.0% -3.0% - -6.0% -1.0% - -3.0% 
u -10.0% - -25.0% 4.0% - -7.0% -2.0% - -5.0% 
J&g -10 0% - -23 0% -10.0% - -20.0% 
m -13.0% - -25.0% 

* This exhiiit pr&des approtialions of the downward b&as for 340-5 averages For example. the bus IS approximately 
-7% lo -15% d 3-65 averages are applied to data where the average is 2 0 and the maximum IS 5 0 


